
ARPEGGIO OF BLUE STEEL -Ars Nova- DC 

STORY 

In mid-21st century, humans have lost much of the land due to global warming and rising sea levels.  

As if in response to the disarray, the "Fleet of Fog" turns up all over the world and imposes a total 

naval blockade, leaving the humans in steady decline.   

A Fog submarine, I-401 appears before Gunzo Chihaya, a cadet at the Kaiyo Sogo Gakuen   in 

Yokosuka.  I-401 is supposedly an enemy, but its Mental Model, Iona, whispers to Gunzo. "Gunzo 

Chihaya, come aboard."  

While Gunzo goes aboard on I-401 with his classmates from the Academy to break the stalemate and 

takes command of the submarine, a top secret request arrives from a high-ranking government official 

of Japan, Ryujiro Kamikage. "I want you to deliver the last resort of the humans to America." The 

mission is to deliver the sample of oscillating warhead,  an ultimate anti-Fog weapon which has been 

developed in Japan to the U.S. forces for quantity production.   

Chihaya accepts Kamikage's request and heads to the U.S., but his passage is blocked by the First 

Oriental Fleet, led by the flagship, the great warship of Kongo. Heavy cruisers Takao and Maya, 

battleships Haruna and Kirishima. 

Through the unrelenting attacks by the battleships of the Fleet of Fog, Iona matures. What separates 

the humans, the Fog and Mental Model? Having fought a fierce battle with Kongo and delivered the 

"last resort of the humans" to San Diego, what is the next purpose of Gunzo and his crew, and what is 

the yet another shadow that is towering over them? 
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DATA 
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Based on a comic “ARPEGGIO OF BLUE STEEL” by Ark Performance (published by Young 

King Ours) and TV series “ARPEGGIO OF BLUE STEEL –Ars Nova-“ (2013) 
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